
CLASSIC RANGE SECTIONAL DOOR



ENGINEERED 
TO BE BETTER
Taurean® Classic Range Sectional Doors have been precision engineered  
to be the best in the market, with an innovative design and made with  
only the highest-quality materials. 

Made in Australia to suit Australian customers, our Sectional Door range  
is rigorously tested to withstand a lifetime of normal use. There’s a lifetime 
warranty on springs, 0.6mm G2NS steel as standard, and our extensive 
colour range will last 10+ years in Australian conditions. 

SMOOTHER 
Most garage doors are made using 
steel curves and tracks. Taurean® 
Sectional Doors have innovative 
nylon bearing wheels and a polymer 
curve, which 
allows for a  
smoother  
motion and  
a door that’s  
easier to open  
and close. 

QUIETER 
Taurean® is the  
only provider  
that uses hinges 
made of steel  
for strength,  
and with the  
addition of plastic inserts for quiet 
movement. We won’t compromise 
on quality, and we believe you 
shouldn’t have to compromise 
between a door that’s tough and  
a door that’s quiet. 

MORE STYLISH 
The industry standard for weather sealing is an unattractive 
aluminium strip with a plastic seal that is clearly visible  
at the bottom of the garage door. We have developed  
a co-extruded bottom rail that smoothly blends the door 
with your driveway without the aluminium strip, providing  
a more stylish seal.

OUR PHILOSOPHY
At Taurean® Door Systems we’re committed to creating an exceptional 
range of garage doors and have the track record to prove it. Each door  
is designed to surprise with its stylish good looks and strength. 



CLASSIC RANGE SECTIONAL DOORS
Four design styles each available in Colorbond® steel equates  
to over 80 design options, tailored to you. 

SILK

TEMPOLINEA

WESTERN

MORE AUTOMATION
Our Mach1 automatic opener delivers touchless 
operation with adaptive programming, the perfect 
addition to your new Taurean® door. 



Classic Contemporary

COLORBOND® range available.

www.taureands.com.au  
Email: Customerservice@taureands.com.au 
Phone: +61 3 9721 8366

PALE EUCALYPT®

CLASSIC CREAM® PAPERBARK®

WOODLAND GREY®

DEEP OCEAN® COTTAGE GREEN®

MANOR RED® NIGHT SKY®

SURFMIST®

SHALE GREY®

WINDSPRAY®

WALLABY™

IRONSTONE® TERRAIN®

EVENING HAZE®

DUNE®

GULLY™

JASPER®

MONUMENT®

COVE™

MANGROVE™

BASALT™


